
Traffic Lights With Passes Without Passes 

 
In all scenarios children under the age of 12 are considered to have a valid vaccination pass as they are unable to be 
vaccinated, and are counted in the numbers allowed.  Numbers exclude workers. 

Red 
At RED, action is needed to protect at-risk people and protect our health system from an unsustainable number of 
hospitalisations. 

 

Maximum of 100 people in a space (dependent on 
1m2 of space per person 

Maximum of 25 people in a space 

This means we can run our classes relatively freely, 
and even hold a limited competition or event  
We can also hold casual Kittens class, host groups, 
and Have A Go sessions 

Competitive would be training at home one day per week, and limited 
training on others, dependent on step.  Training would start later to 
accommodate rec classes.  Some re class numbers could need to be 
restricted.   

Orange 
At ORANGE there will be community transmission, with pressure on our health system.  The whole of health system is focusing 
its resources on managing Covid-19 demands, but can still deliver primary care, public health, and hospitals.  There may also be 
an increasing risk for at-risk people 

 

No limits on numbers Maximum of 50 people in a space 

This means we can run our classes and events with 
no restrictions  
We can also hold casual Kittens class, host groups, 
and Have A Go sessions 

Competitive would be training at home one day per week to reduce 
numbers in the gym  

Green 
At GREEN, Covid-19 is across New Zealand, including occasional imported cases.  Community transmission is limited, and 
Covid-19 hospitalisations will be at a manageable level.  The health system will be ready to respond, including primary care, 
public health, and hospitals. 

 

No limits on numbers 
Maximum of 100 people in a space (dependent on 1m2 of space per 
person 

This means we can run our classes and events with 
no restrictions  
We can also hold casual Kittens class, host groups, 
and Have A Go sessions 

This means we can run our classes relatively freely, and hold a limited 
competition or event  
We can also hold casual Kittens class, host groups, and Have A Go 
sessions 

 


